
Pre or Post-Completion OPT Step by Step E-Filing Guide 
DISCLAIMER: Please use this as a resource when you are applying for Pre or Post-Completion OPT work authorization using the e-
file option on the MyUSCIS website. This information has been compiled by ISS, but we are not legal professionals. You are 
responsible for accurately completing the following form(s) and submitting your application to USCIS in a timely manner.

1. Create or log into your existing USCIS online account: https://myaccount.uscis.gov/users/sign_up

2. Select "My USCIS"

3. Select "I am an applicant, petitioner, or requestor"
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4. Clickk on “File a form online”.  Or you can select “File a form online” on the top under the My Account menu

5. A list of eligible forms to file electronically will appear. Select “I-765, Application for Employment Authorization"
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6. To generate the correct application, you need to provide the following information on the GETTING STARTED
section of your application.

a. "BASIS OF ELIGIBILITY": You will be asked to select your eligibility category.  If you are applying for
Post Completion OPT you will select "c(3)(B); c(3)(A)" for Pre Completion OPT. The form also asks if
you want to request the Premium Processing Service. Answer "No" and go to the next section.

b. "REASONS FOR APPLYING": All applicants must Select “Initial permission to accept employment.”
For the next question, answer accordingly. If you have applied for OPT before and filed an application
with USCIS, then your answer must be "Yes." Please note that if you have only previously used
Curricular Practical Training (CPT), then you must answer "No."
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c. "PREPARER AND INTERPRETER INFORMATION": You should select “No” in the Preparer and interpreter
information section

7. Next you will fill out the "ABOUT YOU" section. You should refer to your I-20, Passport, and I-94
for this information.

a. "YOUR NAME": Write your name as it appears on the passport and the form I-20.
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b. "YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION": At the top, put the phone number and email address.  You
can use your CSUF email address or a personal account. If you using another person's address for
the Mailing Address, you must provide their name under the "In care of name" section.
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c. "DESCRIBE YOURSELF": You must select a gender and marital status.

d. "WHEN AND WHERE YOU WERE BORN": Provide city, state/province (if applicable), and country of birth.
Then input date of birth using the MM/DD/YYYY format.
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e. "YOUR IMMIGRATION INFORMATION": Provide your country of citizenship. Then refer to your I-94 for
the I-94 arrival-departure number. Also refer to your I-94 for your last date, place, and status at last
arrival. Then refer to your passport for passport number, expiration date, and country of issuance.  Leave
travel document blank. Mark that you are in F-1 status and then provide the SEVIS ID number printed on
top of your form I-20.
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f. "OTHER INFORMATION": You would know if you have an A-Number or USCIS Online Account Number.
If you have either, write it in. If you do not, check the box that states you don’t have or know it.

The second part asks for the Social Security 
Information.  If you already have one, mark 
"Yes" and then provide the Social Security 
number (SSN). If you have never been 
issued a SSN, then answer "No." 

If you answered "No" to the above question, 
then mark "Yes" that you want the SSA to 
issue you one; then mark "Yes" for the 
consent for disclosure; and then submit 
your parents’ birth names (if name changed 
from marriage, use previous name).

(more continued on next page)
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If you answered "Yes" to the question: 
"Has the SSA ever officially issued a Social 
Security card to you?" then you can mark 
"No" to this question. You can then skip 
the remaining questions in this section 
and click "Next" at the bottom. 
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8. "EVIDENCE" in the next section will ask for you to upload your documents.
a. "2 x 2 PHOTO OF YOU": Start with uploading one passport photo measuring 2 X 2.
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b. "FORM I-94 OR PASSPORT": upload your most recent I-94. If you are unable to locate your most recent
record of admission or there are errors on the record, seek ISS Advising. If you changed your status to F-1 inside
the US, upload the I-797A form with the I-94 attached to the bottom of said form.
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c. "EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT": Next upload a copy of your previously issued EAD,
if applicable. Otherwise, upload a scan of your valid and un-expired Passport Photo &
Bio/Demographic page(s).
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d. "PREVIOUSLY AUTHORIZED CPT OR OPT": Next upload one copy of each of your previously issued CPT
and OPT I-20s, if you have any. It is not necessary to upload page 3 of the I-20s as that is an instruction page.

e. "FORM I-20": Next upload one copy of signed OPT I-20 that ISS emailed to your CSUF email; pages 1/2 only.
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9. Next you will fill out the "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION" section, if applicable:

Review the following examples to determine if you need to provide "ADDITIONAL INFORMATION": 

Example A: If you have ever been approved for any type of OPT or Economic Hardship and received an EAD card.      

• "Section/Page/Question": Getting Started/Reason for applying/Have you previously filed Form I-765?

• " ": For each EAD card received, list corresponding SEVIS ID, degee level, and
authorization dates. For example: "N0011111111 – Bachelor Level. OPT authorized from MM/DD/YYYY to
MM/ DD/YYYY." "N0011111111 – Master Level. OPT authorized from MM/DD/YYYY to MM/DD/YYYY."

Example B: If you have ever been approved for CPT.   

• "Section/Page/Question"  Evidence/Previously authorized CPT or OPT/Previously authorized CPT or OPT

• " "  For each CPT granted, list corresponding SEVID ID, degree level, authorization
dates and if part time or full time. For example: "N0011111111 - Bachelor Level. CPT authorized from MM/
DD/YYYY to MM/DD/YYYY. Part-Time."

Example C: You last entered the U.S. in a different status (not F-1) and changed status to F-1 from within the U.S. 
and received Form I-797A Notice of action showing approval of your F-1 Status.  

• "Section/Page/Question": About You/Your Immigration Information/When did you last arrive in the United
States?

• "Additional Information": For example: "I last entered the U.S. through a different classification and
changed status using Form I-539 with USCIS to F-1. The I-94 provided in the application is evidence of
my current F-1 status."
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10. Lastly, you will "REVIEW AND SUBMIT" your application
a. "REVIEW YOUR APPLICATION":  Make sure there are no alerts and/or warnings. If there are,

address them accordingly. Revisit previous sections for assistance in clearing the alerts and/or
warning.
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b. "YOUR APPLICATION SUMMARY": Review the information for accuracy. It is highly recommended you click
on “View draft snapshot” and carefully review your application once again to ensure there are no errors or
omissions. The "REVIEW AND SUBMIT" section is your final opportunity to edit your application form. Once
finalized, keep a copy of this document for your reference.

c. "YOUR STATEMENT": You must check the box to continue.
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d. "YOUR SIGNATURE": You must check the box and sign at the bottom of this Declaration and Certification.
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e. "PAY AND SUBMIT": Click on the button to be taken to the payment page.  You will no longer be able to
edit your application once submitted.

11. The system will automatically take you to the pay.gov section. Note: No cash or money order payments
accepted for e-filing.

a.
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b. You can pay by connecting your checking/savings account. Once you click on “Continue,” your form will be 
submitted, and you will not be able to make any changes, so make sure you have reviewed the application draft 
as detailed on page 17 of this guide.

c. Or you can pay with a debit/credit card
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12.. After you have submitted payment,you will receive confirmation that your form was submitted. You can 
then click on the button labeled "Go to my cases" to see your case card, receipt notice and to track your case.

13. When you submit your Form I-765 online, you will get a receipt notice and receipt number immediately. After
that, you will be able to see other notices in the documents tab, like your biometrics appointment notice (if
required), any RFE (request for evidence), or a decision letter.

USCIS also will mail hard copy notices to you. In your account profile, you can sign up to receive automatic case 
updates via email or text message, so you will know when USCIS has added a document to your account.
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